Conventional methods for diagnosing gastrointestinal (GI) diseases have involved analysis of headspace volatile organic compounds (VOCs) present in the breath, urine, or fecal samples of patients. Most previous diagnostic testing methods have utilized purely metabolomic approaches to analyze VOCs with analytical instruments such as gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy (GC-MS), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) metabolomics, selected ion flow tubemass spectrometry (SIFT-MS), proton transfer reaction-mass spectrometry (PTR-MS), and field asymmetric ion mobility spectroscopy (FAIMS). These sophisticated and expensive methods usually involve the use of large immobile (non-portable) benchtop instruments, requiring extensive data manipulations and analyses along with advanced modeling procedures to achieve diagnostic interpretations of complex chemical data. Colonoscopies and biopsies are more invasive and discourage patient-participation in prophylactic GI-disease screenings. The more recent availability of portable electronic nose gas-sensing devices, developed with the aim of simplifying disease diagnoses by analysis of headspace VOC mixtures collectively using multi-sensor arrays, allow the production of disease-specific aroma signatures (VOC profiles) based on detection of precise complex mixtures of disease biomarker metabolites. Electronic-nose (e-nose) devices provide very fast results, are easy to operate, and are more readily applicable to clinical practice. This paper summarizes some very recent e-nose technologies being developed and tested for GI-disease diagnostic applications, including ones with dual-technology and multi-technology sensor arrays for both pattern recognition and identification of key-metabolite chemical species. In addition, novel portable electronic devices, developed with new operational mechanisms and sensor types, are described which offer possibilities of providing new means of diagnosing GI-tract diseases.
Introduction
Disease diagnostics research recently has undergone significant changes through a series of progressive transformations as new disease-detection technologies have been introduced with greater capabilities of chemical discrimination. Previous older and cumbersome methods used in the detection of gastrointestinal-tract (GI-tract) diseases have involved predominantly colonoscopies, tissue biopsies, and microbial-culture tests to assess causes of disease [1] . These often invasive, timeconsuming, and expensive methods are not appropriate for large-scale disease-screening purposes and consequently have been replaced mostly by more cost-effective sophisticated chemical-detection tests involving measures of changes in VOC metabolites (metabolomics), produced as a result of disease processes, which alter normal physiological and metabolic pathways occurring in affected tissues of the GI-tract. Metabolomic-type diagnostic approaches assess changes in the types and quantities of specific volatile organic compound (VOC) metabolites produced as a result of disease processes (pathogenesis). Purely metabolomic methods utilize complex instruments such as gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy (GC-MS), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) metabolomics, selected ion flow tube-mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS), proton transfer reaction-mass spectrometry (PTR-MS), and field asymmetric ion mobility spectroscopy (FAIMS) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . By contrast, electronicnose (e-nose) instruments allow recognition of complex mixtures of disease biomarkers without identifying individual chemical species. This simpler approach ultimately promises to greatly accelerate the noninvasive early diagnosis of GI-tract diseases, allowing earlier more effective treatments, more rapid patient recovery, and shorter less-expensive stays for hospital care [7] .
Mechanisms and Theory of Gastrointestinal-Disease Detection
The methods used for the detection of gastrointestinal diseases largely depend on the types and mechanisms of individual GI-diseases, the chemical classes of VOC-metabolites released from disease tissues, and the mobility of disease-associated metabolites in the body, including how and where these metabolites are translocated and distributed to other organs and excretory systems (pulmonary, urinary, and gastrointestinal) where these materials are released at various rates from the body.
A variety of VOC gas-sampling methods have been utilized to diagnose various types of GI-tract diseases, including human breath, urine, and fecal (stool) sample analyses. The many types and quantities of headspace VOCs released from fecal samples reflect the overall metabolic state of an individual which may be affected by a wide variety of factors that alter intestinal metabolism including diet, medication and drug use, ingestion of probiotics and antibiotics, types of gastrointestinal resident microbes (GIRMs) present which comprise the GI-microbiome, and presence of disease states in the body [8, 9] . Consequently, alterations in metabolism caused by GI-tract infections, inflammation, and related diseased states can result in significant changes in GIRMcomposition, altering the complex mixture of VOCs gases released in fecal samples. Modern gassensing devices take advantage of observed differences in VOC metabolite signatures (profiles) in diseased patients, different from those of normal healthy individuals, to diagnose many different types of GI-tract diseases. In addition, the detection of specific, unique VOCs known as chemical disease biomarkers, may provide further confirmation of specific disease diagnoses determined from unique fecal VOC smellprint patterns.
The efficacy of utilizing analyses of VOC profiles of diseased tissues for clinical diagnostics has been well established and thoroughly proven effective by numerous studies [10] [11] [12] [13] . For GI diseases, analysis of VOCs emitted from fecal samples have shown significant changes in VOC profiles that have helped in disease etiology and identification of disease biomarkers associated with specific diseases [8] . Changes in VOC profiles of the GI-tract, resulting from alterations in host physiology due to disease processes (pathogenesis), also often cause changes in gut microbiota composition due to changes in GI-growth conditions for microbes in diseased patients compared with healthy controls. Also, pathogenic agents of biotic diseases normally produce unique types of metabolites that often change the VOC composition of GI-gas mixtures released from fecal samples extracted from a diseased gut. Analysis of VOC profiles provide clearer understanding of the mechanisms (pathophysiology) and origin of disease resulting from changes in host metabolic pathways [9] . Exhaled breath VOCs, associated with irritable bowel disease (IBD), probably originate from the systemic response and result from gases in the gut that diffuse into the bloodstream and are released into lung alveoli [14] . Certain VOCs that are highly associated and correlated with the presence of specific diseases may serve as effective chemical biomarkers of disease.
Biomarker Metabolites
The detection of disease-specific biomarker VOCs, either individually using chemical analysis methods or collectively (in complex headspace gas mixtures) using various e-nose technologies, has provided powerful and highly complementary methods and tools for effective disease diagnoses [14] .
For example, significant differences in VOC-metabolite patterns derived from GC-MS analyses of headspace gases from stool samples indicated that the four different main causes of infectious diarrhea in hospitals could be discriminated based on unique biomarkers associated with different infectious etiologic agents [15] . Infectious diarrhea caused by: 1) Clostridium difficile produced furan biomarkers (without indole functional groups), 2) rotaviruses induced the production of an ethyl dodecanoate (ED) biomarker, while 3) other enteric viruses produced ammonia without the ED-biomarker, and 4) Campylobacter species failed to produce terpene and simple hydrocarbons.
Two studies have shown that detection of three specific exhaled VOCs (including 1-octene, 1-decene and (E)-2-nonene) found in breathprints of pediatric patients could be used to distinguish between individuals with IBD and healthy controls [16, 17] .
Metabolomic Disease-Detection Approaches
Metabolomic approaches to disease detection attempt to detect changes in the types and quantities of specific volatile organic metabolites (VOMs) produced as a consequence of disease states within the body. These methods are usually expensive and require extensive knowledge and skills in the use of sophisticated chemical instruments as well as complicated chemical-modeling methods and statistics software. GC-MS analyses of fecal samples from 140 patients with chronic irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) revealed 240 VOMs of which 44 key compounds were used to discriminate between individuals with diarrhea-predominant, Crohn's disease, and ulcerative colitis forms using univariate statistical analysis [8] . A similar study of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) using partial least-squares-discriminate analysis of GC-MS data showed clear separation of patients with Crohn's disease from healthy controls based on the greater abundance of four specific VOM-biomarkers, and less abundance of four additional VOM biomarker chemical classes [18] . Three unique biomarkers (1-octene, 1-decene, and (E)-2-nonene) from unique breathprints in children with IBD were determined by metabolomic analysis of breath VOCs using linear discriminant and principle component analyses with SIFT-MS data [16] .
VOC profiling using portable field asymmetric ion mobility spectroscopy (FAIMS) technology recently has shown to have significant advantages over conventional SIFT-MS chemical analyses. FAIMS technology is available as a small, portable point-of-care breath-analysis device that uses air as the carrier gas, allowing real-time separation of VOC profiles. Compared with SIFT-MS, FAIM operates at a fraction of the cost (10-20%) of SIFT-MS, although SIFT-MS outperforms the diagnostic power of SIFT-MS [19] . Detection of colorectal cancer (CRC) recently was achieved by FAIMSanalysis of headspace urinary VOC signatures using Fisher discriminant analysis [20] . FAIMS also was used to differentiate diagnoses of patients with coeliac disease (CD) from IBD by sparse logistic regression analysis of headspace urinary VOCs and the discovery of a single biomarker (1,3,5,7-cyclooctatetraene) by GC-MS in CD-urine VOCs that was absent in urine from IBD patients [21] .
Gastrointestinal Disease Types and e-Nose Instruments for Detection
The most prevalent and important diseases of the GI-tract detected with e-nose technologies include colorectal cancer (CRC), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) including Crohn's Disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC), irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), infectious diarrhea (ID), celiac disease, necrotizing enterocolitis, and cholera [10] . All of these diseases may be diagnosed based on specific abnormal VOCs, released as a consequence of disease, that produce unique sensor output patterns from the e-nose sensor array in response to complex VOC mixtures (present in sample headspace), identified using pattern-recognition algorithms and disease-specific reference libraries.
Electronic-Nose Instruments for GI-Disease Detection
A wide range of electronic-nose technologies with different operational mechanisms are commercially available for clinical disease diagnostic applications. The most commonly used e-nose types include conducting polymer (CP), metal oxide semiconductor (MOS), polymer carbon black composite (PCBC), quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), and surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices [6] .
Examples of Recent e-Nose GI-Disease Detection Applications
New experimental e-nose devises are being developed each year with new detection methods and sensor types. Some of the most recent e-nose devices used for detection of GI-tract diseases are summarized in Table 1 . Portable gas-sensing e-nose devices will no doubt gain increasing acceptance for routine clinical use as methods and procedures are refined and standardized by worldwide use and more extensive clinical testing. World conferences on e-nose clinical uses could facilitate the standardization process.
Novel Experimental Electronic-Nose Devices
The development of novel electronic-nose devices offers new potential tools for clinical disease diagnosis. Some e-nose devices have new operational mechanisms and sensor types for detecting GI-tract diseases. A relatively recent experimental 13-sensor multi-technology e-nose instrument, the Warwick olfaction system or WOLF e-nose (composed of a sensor array with eight amperometric electro-chemical (EC) sensors, two nondispersive infrared optical devices, and a single photoionization detector), was developed with the capability to discriminate between CRC and IBS with broad overlapping symptoms by analysis of lower and higher molecular weight urine headspace volatiles with linear discriminant analysis [1] .
A nondispersive infrared sensor optical e-nose, the Warwick Optical Electronic Nose, was very recently developed for healthcare applications at point-of-care facilities [29] . This instrument contains four tunable, optical infrared sensors, IR range (3.1 to 10.5 µm), based on the detection principle of differential molecular absorption of IR-radiation by sample VOCs that absorb at specific IRfrequencies. IR adsorption by VOCs results in a decrease in IR-signal, resulting in specific sensor responses to different VOC gas mixtures present in sample headspace. Hitherto, this experimental enose has been tested with six small molecular weight VOCs, but not for detection of GI-tract diseases.
Conclusions
The development of novel portable electronic-nose devices offers new potential opportunities and tools to simplify and speed up point-of-care clinical diagnostic processes and help facilitate more rapid noninvasive early detection of GI-diseases which should allow earlier more effective treatments that improve patient prognoses and significantly shorten recovery times following treatments.
